GREAT RAIN
John Prine/Mike Campbell

Intro:  Em

Em                      A                   G       Em
GREAT RAIN GREAT RAIN, I THOUGHT I HEARD YOU CALL MY NAME
A                  G                   A       Em
GREAT RAIN GREAT RAIN, I THOUGHT I HEARD YOU CALL MY NAME
B             A                 G       Em
I WAS STANDING IN THE STATION WAVING DOWN AN UNMARKED TRAIN

Em                      A                   G       Em
THERE'S A FIRE AT THE JUNCTION; WHY DO YOU DO THE THINGS YOU DO
A                  G                   A       Em
THERE'S A FIRE AT THE JUNCTION; WHY DO YOU DO THE THINGS YOU DO
B             A                 G       Em
I WAS PRAYING FOR MERCY AND ALL HE EVER SENT ME WAS YOU. WOE IS ME!

Instrumental: Em, A, G, Em, A, G, A, Em, B, A, G, Em

Em                      A                   G       Em
JIMMY BOUGHT THE LIQUOR;   I BOUGHT THE CUPS AND ICE
A                  G                   A       Em
YEAH, JIMMY BOUGHT THE LIQUOR, HONEY;   I BOUGHT THE CUPS AND ICE
B             A                 G       Em
I TELL YOU FUNNY STORIES; WHY CAN'T YOU TREAT ME NICE

Em                      A                   G       Em
GREAT RAIN GREAT RAIN, I THOUGHT I HEARD YOU CALL MY NAME
A                  G                   A       Em
GREAT RAIN GREAT RAIN, I THOUGHT I HEARD YOU CALLIN’ MY NAME
B             A                 G       Em
I WAS STANDING BY THE RIVER TALKING TO A YOUNG MARK TWAIN

Instrumental Ending: Em, A, G, Em, A, G, A, Em, B, A, G, Em
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